






















APPENDIX





Format : TV Series

Genre : Action Comedy Adventure

Running Time : 11 Minutes per Episode

Type : 3D Animation

Target : Age 6~9 

Episode : 104eps, 4 Seasons (26 Episodes per Season)

Language: English, Korean, Chinese 

Broadcaster: MBC, Animax, Daykyo, TVChosun, KT OllehTV, SK BTV, LGU+, 

                 Amazon, CETV, Tencent, IQIYI, Youku, FTP Telecom and Others

Inspired by the Classic Novel,  
“Around the World in 80 Days”

Overview



“A fool is the one that never leaves home.” – Iceland Saga

Imagination and Adventure!

With inspirations from Jules Verne’s “Around the World in 80 Days”, 
let’s discover the joy of traveling, adventure and gaming in animation!

In the midst of the pandemic that is forcing everyone inside, the world 
adventure through the animation series will ignite children’s sense of
curiosity and imagination while making the world around them just a 
little bit more accessible. 

Children will now be able to travel anywhere, anytime with the friends of their 
imagination. What if my friend was giant whipped cream? 
How about a legendary dragon? Let’s begin the journey to a mysterious 
world filled with adventures with the genius inventor, PingPing, 
and the sweet troublemaker, ChiChi!

“Mission Accomplished! 

  Let’s Go to the Next Adventure!”Objective



An athletic brave boy, ChiChi, a genius inventor girl, PingPing, and their fun lovable 
friends travel around the world together to complete the quests for the World 
Exploration Competition and its winning trophy, the Golden Globe. 
Their interesting and joyful friends are Dogcat: a dog acting like a cat, Dracong: a 
dragon which is an alien, Saengkeum: a human-formed cream who is always hungry, 
Sayo: a fox, the world’s best cook.

With this bunch, the journey can not be easy! Journeying through the wild unknown 
places like “The Monster Island with Two Suns”, ”The Soft Lake”, “The Mirror Castle”, 
“The Ghost Ship in the Desert”, and “The Chocolate Country”, the friends face 
extraordinary challenges as the hidden secrets of the Golden Globe are slowly 
revealed. The adventure becomes increasingly fantastical, mystical, and surely more 
fun as the friends begin to build trust and friendship with one another. 

Synopsis 













Over 100 unique characters to meet in a fantasy adventure

More than 100 human, animal, and monster characters such as princesses, 
wizards, Vikings, dragons, and pirate captains ! A feast of charming characters 
who laugh, enjoy, and empathize with viewers!



Where the ancient mummies rest
The Pyramid

Full of delicious chocolate
The Chocolate Country

Fish in the sky, birds in the lake
Soft Lake

All made of paper
Paper Country

Here goes the amazing 
adventure 

to a world of pure imagination!

The fantasy adventure taking place in 
different    worlds for each episode will 

spark children’s 
dreams and imagination!

For the cute little bees, 
The Honeybee Kingdom

Everything made of books
The Tree of Wisdom



The missions become more and more difficult as the season passes!
Will the ChiChiPingPing Team be able to win the Golden Globe at the 
World Exploration Competition?

SILVERBRONZE GOLD DIAMOND

Season1 Season2 Season3 Season4



From March 2022, you can watch ChiChiPingPing in most media such as in cable, general programming     
channels, and IPTV as well as in terrestrial TV stations including MBC, Animax, Daekyo, and JEI, etc.  

  Signed supply contracts with the best media companies in Korea! 
Business 

Achievements



     Advancement of video distribution and licensing business through global 
market expansion

Achieved the annual goal of export contracts to the US, China, France, UK, Taiwan, Bulgaria, Vietnam, etc. with ChiChiPingPing TV animation! 
We will advance our video distribution and licensing business to 100 global markets in 2023.  

France & Europe 
Distributor

Bulgaria & Global OTT 

United States

Latin 
America

UK

China

India

Asia

Europe

Taiwan

Vietnam

Bulgaria
N. America

Northern America 
Distributor/ Janson Media

Taiwan Distributor/ Creative Century Ent.

UK & Global OTT

Vietnam Distributor 
/ BH MEDIA

Vietnam Broadcasting Company
/FPT Television

France

Business 
Achievements

Africa

North Africa Distributor/ 
Arirang TV

Middle East & India, Russia
Distributor/
MH KHOORY GROUP

Middle East

US Channel
/ VME Media
(Latin & Spanish)



Reinforce the brand through the development of various contents 
and continuous services of ChiChiPingPing IP. 

New media series learning through 
songs

 ChiChiPingPing Children’s 
Songs

TV series for physical development dance

ChiChiPingPing Friends
Fantasy adventure TV 

series
ChiChiPingPing

3’X41 episodes - production completed.
2D Animation

Children learn elements they need to know, such as  
animals, dinosaurs, automobiles, traffic safety, lifestyle, 
and colors, through nursery rhymes. 
We continue to service new series on a quarterly
 basis. 

12’X13 episodes – Season 1 in production.
3D animation (motion capture & game engine)

A world where everything in the world becomes a 
dance! Kids dance show with new concepts for 
physical  development 
Two seasons are produced each year. 

11’X104 episodes (Season 1-4) – production completed.
3D Animation

The motif of ‘Around the World in 80 Days’!
An adventure story that children enjoy various 
missions by participating in the World Exploration   
Competition.
We produce one season each year. 

It is necessary to continuously supply new content in order to grow ChiChiPingPing IP into a global kids brand.    
ChiChiPingPing universe will be expanded to fantasy adventure TV series, new media series for children’s song & plays, 

TV series for physical development dance, etc.

Selected as one of the 2022 KOCCA Next Generation 
Animation Production Support Projects.

Business 
Achievements



Large domestic licensees are in a rush to sign contracts with a lot of attention!   
 (Concluded about 60 contracts) 

Business 
Achievements
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Busan(Head Office) 
Beobwonnam-ro 10 beon-gil 7 (Geoje-dong), Yeonje-gu, Busan 47511 (Wow Building, 3F), Korea

Seoul(Marketing Office) 
#410(Startup Campus 3), 20 Pangyo-ro 289beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seognam-si Gyeonggi-do, 13488 , Korea

www.ccpp21.com/eng/

Hahyun Noh /  tjhh@arimoa.com

Stephanie Chen / stephanie@arimoa.com 

Contact

Address 

Homepage 

Contact 

http://www.ccpp21.com/eng/
mailto:stephanie@arimoa.com



